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Fall Executive Committee Meeting 

October 22-23, 2010, Chicago 

 

Topic:   Past Presidents’ Lecture Planning 

 

Background: At ALA’s 2009 Annual Conference, YALSA’s Board voted to 

establish a Past Presidents’ Lecture.  The purpose of this event is to 

allow these member leaders to continue to be a part of the association, 

while providing the membership with a unique event.  The first 

committee was charged with planning the inaugural lecture as well as 

with developing policies and procedures for future committees, 

including criteria for selecting speakers.  Joan Atkinson, the 

committee chair, has provided a report below.  

 

Action Required:  Discussion 

 

 

Description of the debut lecture: 

 

Mary K. Chelton titles her lecture, “Roots and Branches: YA Beginnings and Horizons.”  

Looking toward both the past and the future, she will discuss why this specialty started, current 

trends of note, and directions for the future.  Where are we going (or should be going)?  Chelton 

is eminently qualified to speak on this topic.  Always a thought-provoking and passionate 

advocate for young adults, she served as President of YASD, YALSA’s predecessor, in 1976-

1977 and continues to today as researcher, teacher, thinker, and writer in the areas of young adult 

services, public libraries, and many current topics. 

 

The committee is considering the following questions as we work toward drafting guidelines for 

the Past Presidents’ lecture: 

 

 What is the intent of the lecture? 

 Who is the audience? 

 What kinds of potential speakers will we attract?  How will they be funded? 

 How do we promote the lecture? 

 How is its content to be disseminated? 

 The following are some of our thoughts. 

 

What is the intent of the lecture?  Determining this is one of our major challenges. 

The Board rationale (YALSA Board, Annual 2009, Item #16) was two-pronged: 

keeping Past Presidents involved as experienced, active contributors to YALSA, using their 

connections and networks to seek dynamic speakers;  providing members “with an event unlike 

any other we currently offer.” 

 

We realize that the array of possibilities include: 
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 developing leadership 

 presenting topics of interest or newsworthy 

 presenting philosophical underpinnings or historical connections 

 dealing with practical matters 

 entertaining 

 

What kinds of potential speakers are we hoping to attract? How are they funded? 

 Persons from any field related to young adult services. 

 Persons who have expertise and ideas and articulate them clearly. 

 Interesting speakers, well-versed in their subjects and enthusiastic communicators. 

 

Funding will need to be considered. 

 

Who is the audience? 

 YALSA members primarily and other ALA members potentially. 

 People who are at Midwinter and do not have committee meetings at the time of the 

lecture. 

 We hope that Past Presidents will attend along with the YALSA leadership and general 

membership. 

 

How do we promote the lecture? 

 American Libraries 

 Cognotes 

 Listservs 

 Flyers 

 

How do we disseminate it to get the greatest impact? 

 Printing in a journal? 

 Video or film? 

 Online access? 

 

What kind of staff commitment will be needed? 

 

--respectfully submitted, Joan Atkinson, Past President’s Lecture Planning Committee 

 

Additional Resources: 

 2010 August Board Meeting document #2 Past Presidents’ Lecture Funding 

Confirmation: http://tinyurl.com/2f5ma9a  

 2009 ALA Annual Conference Board document #16 Request for Board Action: Past 

Presidents’ Annual Lecture http://tinyurl.com/22lyozu  

http://tinyurl.com/2f5ma9a
http://tinyurl.com/22lyozu

